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I of this study, we show how to design the structure components for a large PEMFC stack. First, we give
a design demonstration based on the structural strength of the stack. We then discuss how to obtain the
optimal clamping load for a given PEMFC stack according to the requirements of the interface contact
resistance and permeability of the gas diffusion layer. Finally, we discuss the effects of the equivalent
stiffness of the spring washer on the structure thermal stress.
lamping load
ssembly technique

. Introduction

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have many
dvantages such as their clean and quiet operation, high efficiency,
ow operation temperature, and quick start-up, and they are there-
ore a possible alternative to combustion engines. Studies on a
ingle PEMFC during the past decade have given a very good under-
tanding of its basic principles. However, in the last few years,
he performance of a large PEMFC stack has attracted more and

ore attention. To design a fuel cell stack with high reliability and
ong lifetime, there are a number of new technologies that need
o be developed. Among them, the assembly is known to be a key
echnique, with previous studies having shown that the clamping
oad (clamping pressure) of a single PEMFC plays an important role
n optimizing its performance [1–7]. In Part I of this study [8], a
igh efficient assembly model was proposed, where a large PEMFC
tack system was considered as a mechanical equivalent stiffness
odel consisting of numerous elastic elements (springs) connected

n either series or parallel. Comparison with a three-dimensional
3D) finite element analysis (FEA) showed that the equivalent stiff-
ess model had very good prediction accuracy for calculating the
omponent stiffness and clamping load. In the present paper, prac-

ical examples are introduced to show how to design the optimal
lamping load for a large PEMFC stack using the equivalent stiff-
ess model. However, the basic idea can be used in designing other
ypes of fuel cells as well.
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The clamping load of a large PEMFC stack affects the perfor-
mance and lifetime in several ways. Too large a clamping load
may cause some components in the stack to produce a stress high
enough to give rise to plastic deformation or even crack [9], while
too small a clamping load may result in a high contact electrical
resistance at the interface between the gas diffusion layer (GDL)
and the bipolar plate (BPP) [1–3] or the leakage of water or fuel
at the sealed interfaces [10]. Even if a reasonable initial clamping
load is applied at room temperature, either the contact electrical
resistance or the sealed interface pressure or the structural stress
may fail to meet the design criteria when considering the thermal
effects under working conditions. Therefore, the thermal effects
should be taken into consideration when calculating the pressure
distribution inside PEMFC stacks. However, the computing time for
such a large stack using a numerical method (usually FEA) is usu-
ally unacceptable owing to the complexity of the stack structure. In
the past, a few attempts have been made to simulate the compres-
sion pressure within a single PEMFC [4,11–13]. Even for a single cell
computational model, it usually takes a few hours for a step com-
putation. In the following, we give a detailed description of how
to obtain solutions for the problems mentioned above using the
spring assembly model proposed in the previous study [8].

2. Pretension and tightening torque of clamping bolts
In the traditional PEMFC stacks, end plates (EPs) together with
an array of bolts are usually used to fasten the inner components,
as shown in Fig. 1. This connecting method is called the “tie-rod
and bolt” method [14]. The clamping load is controlled through
adjusting the tightening torque applied to the nuts.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:cwwu@dlut.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.09.038
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Nomenclature

A cross-section area (m2)
b width of the sealant (m)
C design number of bolts in the stack
D1 outside diameter of the nut (m)
D0 inside diameter of the nut (m)
d nominal diameter of the bolt (m)
d1 minor diameter of the bolt (m)
deq equivalent frictional diameter (m)
F load (N)
k equivalent stiffness (N m−1)
M design number of cells in the stack
nsafe safety factor
P pressure (Pa)
T tightening torque (N m)
Zthermal thermal deformation (m)

Greek symbols
ˇ half of the thread angle in the vertical cross-section

(◦)
� number of ribs in a single flow field
ı thread pitch (m)
� coefficient of material transience from elastic to

plastic
� frictional angle (◦)
� in-plane gas permeability of the GDL (m2)
� friction coefficient between a screw pair
� contact resistivity of the GDL (� m2)

t
p

T

F

	 stress (Pa)
ϕ slope angle of the thread (◦)

When tightening a bolt using a wrench, the total torque applied
o the nut equals the sum of the frictional torque between the screw
air (T1) and that between the nut and EP surface (T2):

= T1 + T2. (1)
For the rectangular thread structure shown in Fig. 2, we have

1 cos ϕ − F2 sin ϕ − �(F1 sin ϕ + F2 cos ϕ) = 0, (2)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the “tie-rod and bolt” method.
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the forces acting on the rectangular thread: (a) the
rectangular thread and (b) the forces acting on the rectangular thread.

where ϕ is the slope angle of the thread, F1 is the necessary force
for spiral ascending, F2 is the pretightening force, � is the friction
coefficient between the screw pair, and ı is the thread pitch. Letting
� be the frictional angle corresponding to � (� = tan �), Eq. (2) can
be rewritten as

F1 = F2 tan(ϕ + �). (3)

Thus, the frictional torque applied to the screw pair is

T1 = F1d

2
= F2d tan(ϕ + �)

2
, (4)

where d is the nominal diameter of the bolt.
On the other hand, the frictional torque between the nut and EP

surface is

T2 = �nF2

�(D2
1 − D2

0)

∫ D1

D0

�D2dD = �nF2(D3
1 − D3

0)

3(D2
1 − D2

0)
, (5)

where D1 is the outer diameter of the nut, D0 is the inner diameter of
the nut, and �n is the coefficient of the friction between the contact
surfaces (see Fig. 3). Therefore, the relation between the pretension
force and tightening torque is

T = T1 + T2 = F2

[
d tan(ϕ + �)

2
+ �n(D1

3 − D0
3)

3(D1
2 − D0

2)

]
. (6)

In general, the magnitudes of ϕ and � are extremely small. In
such a case, we have
tan(ϕ + �) ≈ tan ϕ + tan �. (7)

In addition, the thread pitch can be expressed as

ı = �d tan ϕ. (8)
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the nut geometry.

hus, Eq. (6) can be rewritten in an approximate form as

≈ F2

[
ı

2�
+ �d

2
+ �n(D1

3 − D0
3)

3(D1
2 − D0

2)

]
. (9)

or the triangle thread structure, Eq. (9) should be modified as

≈ F2

[
ı

2�
+ �d

2 cos ˇ
+ �n(D3

1 − D3
0)

3(D2
1 − D2

0)

]
, (10)

here ˇ is half of the thread angle. In the following, only triangle
hread structures are adopted. In addition, a parameter called the
equivalent frictional diameter” (deq) is introduced here for equa-
ion simplification:

eq = ı

2�
+ �d

2 cos ˇ
+ �n(D3

1 − D3
0)

3(D2
1 − D2

0)
. (11)

herefore, Eq. (10) can be rewritten for PEMFC stacks:

≈ Fclampingdeq

C
, (12)

here Fclamping is the summation of the clamping loads applied to
ifferent bolts and C is the total number of tightening bolts in the
tack.
. Stack design based on structural strength

As the voltage and power generated by a single PEMFC are rather
imited, fuel cell products in engineering always comprise numer-

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of th
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the bolt connection using washers and nut.

ous single cells in series that form a large stack with a cyclic cell
characteristic as shown in Fig. 4. Although the working principle is
not different for a single cell and a stack, influences of the clamping
load and thermal effects on the system performance are more com-
plex for the stack than for the single cell [13]. In the following, we
describe in detail the design procedure for a demonstration PEMFC
stack structure.

A fuel cell stack generally comprises two types of structures: (a)
structures used to generate power, usually residing in the inter-
nal region of the stack, and (b) structures for the sealing function,
which are usually located in the external region of the stack. We
refer to them as the internal-stack and external-stack respectively
in the equivalent stiffness model [8]. For the internal-stack, adjust-
ing the clamping load usually influences power-related parameters
such as the permeability and interfacial resistivity of the GDL. For
the external-stack, however, adjusting the clamping load mainly
influences the sealing performance.

The following design description is mainly based on the struc-
tural strength. Unless noted otherwise, all the symbols used in
this paper have the same meanings as those used in our previous
report [8].

3.1. Relation between the tightening torque and clamping load

Washers are a type of fastener usually used with bolts and nuts.

They are generally divided into flat washers and spring washers,
as shown in Fig. 5. If washers, especially spring washers, need to
be used in a stack assembly, the original equivalent stiffness model
established in our previous report [8] may need a simple amend-

e PEMFC stack hardware.
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ig. 6. Schematic diagram of the modified equivalent stiffness model when con-
idering the washer deformation. (The spring dimension does not represent the
agnitude of stiffness.)

ent, as shown in Fig. 6. Moreover, the elastic deformation of nuts
s not considered in the equivalent stiffness model owing to their
igh stiffness and limited thickness.

According to the rigid EP assumption, the internal and external-
tacks have the same deformation after applying the clamping load;
hat is,

Finternal−stack

kinternal−stack
= Fexternal−stack

kexternal−stack
= Fwhole−stack

kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack
.

(13)

rom the conditions of static load equilibrium, one obtains

whole−stack = Fclamping. (14)

The left side of Eq. (14) represents the total compression load
pplied to the stack, while the right side is the total tensile load
pplied to all bolts. Those two loads are opposite in direction, but
he same in magnitude. Substituting Eqs. (14) into (13), one has

clamping = (kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)Finternal−stack

kinternal−stack

= (kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)Fexternal−stack

kexternal−stack
. (15)

Combining Eq. (12) with (15) gives relations between the tight-
ning torque and clamping load:

≈ (kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)Finternal−stack

Ckinternal−stack
deq (16)

nd

≈ (kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)Fexternal−stack

Ckexternal−stack
deq. (17)

.2. Clamping load design based on the strength of the
xternal-stack

For practical PEMFCs, sealants (e.g., sealing washers or sealing
ings [15]) are usually placed between BPPs to prevent the leak-
ng of gas and coolant, the typical materials of which are Viton,
thylene–propylene–diene monomer and silicone [16]. One of the

ost important factors affecting the sealing performance is the
ean contact pressure on the sealing surfaces. Too low a con-

act pressure may cause leakage, while too high a contact pressure
ay damage the sealants or other components. To ensure sealing

erformance, the mean contact pressure (Psealant) should meet the
rces 195 (2010) 1383–1392

following condition.

Pmin
sealant ≤ Psealant ≤ Pmax

sealant, (18)

where Pmin
sealant

is the necessary mean contact pressure to prevent
leakage and Pmax

sealant
is the maximum mean contact pressure for

which the sealant material does not fail. From experimental studies
[17], we have the following empirical equations.

Pmin
sealant = 5.5 × 106 + 3.2Pgas√

1000b
, (19)

Pmax
sealant = �	yield

sealant
, (20)

where Pgas is the gas pressure of the fuel cell, b is the width of the
sealant, � is the transient coefficient of the sealant material from
elastic to plastic deformation (roughly having a value of 3 for most
polymeric materials), and 	yield

sealant
is the yield stress of the sealant

material. The range of the clamping load applied to the external-
stack can then be determined using

(5.5 × 106 + 3.2Pgas)Asealant√
1000b

≤ Fexternal−stack ≤ �	yield
sealant

Asealant .

(21)

Therefore, the allowed range of the tightening torque applied to a
single bolt on the basis of the strength requirement of the external-
stack can be written as

T ≥
[

(5.5 × 106 + 3.2Pgas)(kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)Asealantdeq√
1000bCkexternal−stack

]
, (22)

T ≤
[

(kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)�	yield
sealant

Asealantdeq

Ckexternal−stack

]
. (23)

3.3. Clamping load design based on the strength of the
internal-stack

The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) plays an important
role in power output. It is located in the internal-stack and can be
considered a sandwich structure of “GDL + proton exchange mem-
brane (PEM) + GDL” [8]. Since the GDL and PEM can be both highly
deformed owing to either the high porosity or the low elastic mod-
ulus, the MEA deformation makes a primary contribution to the
stack deformation [18]. Most of the MEA deformation is caused by
the clamping load, although other factors, such as the pressures and
humidities of the fuel and oxidant, the material properties, and the
thickness of the sealant layer, may also affect the MEA deformation.
It has been reported that failures of MEAs are mainly caused by the
clamping load and thermal stress [19,20].

An electric circuit forms as soon as the BPP makes contact with
the GDL during assembly. If the clamping load applied to the contact
surface is not large enough, there is an unreasonably high contact
resistance that produces an unexpected voltage drop in the circuit.
Therefore, the minimum clamping load applied to the internal-
stack should be higher than the load caused by the fuel gas pressure.
However, it can share the same lower bound with the external-
stack as given by Eq. (22). On the other hand, the clamping load
applied to the internal-stack should not be so large that the stress
in the components reaches its yield limit. As a strength design cri-
terion, the PEM should not be susceptible to plastic deformation
because of its important function [5]; i.e.,
Finternal−stack ≤ �	yield
PEM Arib, (24)

where � is the number of ribs on a single side of the BPP. Combin-
ing Eq. (16) with (24), the maximum allowable tightening torque
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the internal-stack, while both decrease nonlinearly as the design
number of cells increases.

As the operating ambient temperature changes frequently dur-
ing the use of the PEMFC stack, the temperature range of each
component in the stack also varies frequently. As modern PEMFC

Table 1
Material properties and operation parameters of the stack hardware.

Description Value Source

Material property
PEM (Nafion®)

Young’s modulus (MPa) 190 [21]
Coefficient of linear expansion (K−1) 90 × 10−6 [22]

GDL (carbon paper)
Young’s modulus (GPa) 10 [21]
Coefficient of linear expansion (K−1) 7.9 × 10−6 [22]

Bipolar plate (graphite)
Young’s modulus (GPa) 10 [21]
Coefficient of linear expansion (K−1) 7.9 × 10−6 [22]

Sealant (VMQ)
Young’s modulus (MPa) 5500 [4]
Coefficient of linear expansion (K−1) 77 × 10−6 [22]

Clamping bolt (steel)
Young’s modulus (GPa) 209 [23]
Coefficient of linear expansion (K−1) 13 × 10−6 [22]

Washer (aluminum bronze)
Young’s modulus (GPa) 110 [23]

Operation parameters
Gas temperature (K) 353 [24]
Gas pressure—anode (MPa) 0.15 [24]
P. Lin et al. / Journal of Pow

pplied to a single bolt when considering the strength of the
nternal-stack is

≤
[

(kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)�	yield
PEM Aribdeq

Ckinternal−stack

]
. (25)

.4. Thermal effects

As one of the design requirements is that no component gives
ise to plastic deformation in any operation situation (in other
ords, only elastic deformations occur), the influence of the ther-
ally induced deformation does not depend on the history of the

emperature variation, but merely depends on the magnitude of
he temperature variation from the assembly to the stable operat-
ng condition. When taking washers into consideration (see Fig. 6),
ur original equations [8] for calculating thermal effects require
mending as follows:

internal−stack = − kinternal−stackFclamping

kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack

+ kA[Zthermal
whole−stack − (Zthermal

internal−stack + Zthermal
washer )], (26)

external−stack = − kexternal−stackFclamping

kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack

+ kB

[
Zthermal

whole−stack − (Zthermal
external−stack + Zthermal

washer )
]

, (27)

here positive values of Finternal-stack and Fexternal-stack represent
ensile loads, Zthermal represents thermal deformation with the sub-
cript denoting the corresponding component, and kA and kB are
wo parameters merely used for equation simplification and can
e written as

A = Ckwasherkinternal−stack

Ckwasher + (kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)
, (28)

B = Ckwasherkexternal−stack

Ckwasher + (kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)
. (29)

Strictly speaking, the magnitudes of the temperature variations
f different components differ. For example, the temperature vari-
tion of the internal-stack ranges from the minimum environment
emperature to the maximum operation temperature, while the
emperature variation range of the external-stack and bolts may
e relatively small owing to natural heat transfer. To obtain the
etailed temperature distribution of the whole stack requires a
umerical simulation or a temperature monitor, which is quite
ifficult and time consuming. However, the numerical simulation
an be replaced by a reasonable assumption for the tempera-
ure distribution. One of the simplest ways is first to assume that
ach component has the same temperature as the corresponding
egion (internal-stack, external-stack and bolts) and then deter-
ine the possible temperature variations for each region. With this

ssumption, the equations for calculating thermal deformations are
ransformed as follows [8]:

thermal
whole−stack =

CkboltZ
thermal
bolt

+ kAZthermal
internal−stack

+ kBZthermal
external−stack

+ (kA + kB)Zthermal
washer

Ckbolt + kA + kB
, (30)

thermal thermal thermal

external−stack = (M + 1)ZBPP−sealant + MZsealant , (31)

thermal
internal−stack = (M + 1)Zthermal

BPP−base + MZthermal
cell−core, (32)

thermal
cell−core = 2(Zthermal

BPP−rib + Zthermal
GDL ) + Zthermal

PEM . (33)
rces 195 (2010) 1383–1392 1387

where cell-core represents the assembled component comprising
BPP-rib, GDL and PEM, which were explained in detail in our earlier
work [8].

3.5. Strength design of the clamping bolts

A clamping bolt of a PEMFC stack mainly bears axial tensile
stress that increases with the tightening torque. On the basis of the
mechanics of materials, the axial tensile stress in each bolt should
meet the design criterion of the material strength:

	bolt = 4Fclamping

C�d2
1

≤ 	yield
bolt

nsafe
= [	bolt], (34)

where d1 is the minor diameter of the bolt, nsafe is the safety factor,
and [	bolt] is the allowable stress.

3.6. Design based on the structural strength

In the following, a design demonstration is given for the PEMFC
stack consisting of multiple single cells as described in the work by
Bograchev et al. [5] (see Fig. 7). The design numbers of cells are 5,
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. The required material properties and opera-
tion parameters for this demonstration stack are listed in Table 1.
All fasteners (bolts, nuts and washers) are initially chosen as stan-
dard series M8 fasteners. Thermal deformations of the washers are
neglected owing to their relative small thickness.

First, the equivalent stiffness of the internal- and external-stacks
with different numbers of cells is calculated and shown in Fig. 8.
The figure shows that for the studied PEMFC stacks, the equiva-
lent stiffness of the external-stack is always greater than that of
Gas pressure—cathode (MPa) 0.15 [24]
Assembly temperature (K) 293 Assumed
Operating temperature (K) 253–353 Assumed
Inlet relative humidity—anode 100% [24]
Inlet relative humidity—cathode 100% [24]
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Fig. 7. Dimensions of the single cell structure of the dem

tacks usually operate at temperatures below 353 K [25], the tem-
erature of the MEA may range from a low ambient temperature
for example 233 K in winter) to 353 K (the working state), whereas
he bolt temperature may range from the ambient temperature
o a temperature higher than the ambient temperature but lower
han the working temperature of the MEA. Table 1 lists some
ossible temperature parameters, while Table 2 presents the five
ossible cases for the stack components. The first and second
ases correspond to a low ambient temperature and high ambi-
nt temperature respectively (stack in a rest state); case 3 assumes
hat the stack is working at a low ambient temperature; case 4

ssumes that the stack is working at room temperature; while case
assumes that the stack is working at a high temperature (a limit

ase). All the studied stacks were assembled at room temperature
293 K).

Fig. 8. Variation in the equivalent stiffness with the design number of cells.
ation stacks. (The washers are not drawn in this figure.)

Using the parameters given above, the thermal effects can
be calculated using Eqs. (26)–(33), where the magnitude of the
temperature variation for any component equals the difference
between its corresponding working temperature (or the rest state
if not working) and assembly temperature. Fig. 9 shows that all the
thermal loads vary nonlinearly with the design number of cells.
Moreover, both the internal- and external-stacks are subjected to
compression loads while the bolts are subjected to tensile loads
in cases 1, 3 and 4, whereas the opposite is true in the other two
cases.

In general, the PEMFC stack should be designed to meet the
requirements of the structural strength for all possible conditions;
i.e., the five cases listed in Table 2. Taking a specified case for
example, once the design number of cells has been fixed, the cor-
responding lower bound of the tightening torque is given by Eq.
(22), while the upper bound is the minimum of tightening torques
obtained from Eqs. (23) and (25). Considering all five cases men-
tioned above, the allowable range of the tightening torque for the
studied stack is shown in Fig. 10. That is, if the tightening torque is

designed within the allowable range, no damage will occur.

The design is not yet finished since the strength of the clamping
bolts has not been checked. Normally, only the upper bound of the
tightening torque needs to be calculated using Eq. (34) for the bolt

Table 2
Assumed temperature variations in four cases.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

Assembly temperature (K) 293 293 293 293 293
Ambient temperature (K) 233 313 233 293 353

Assumed working temperaturea (K)
Internal-stack 233 313 353 353 353
External-stack 233 313 313 333 353
Bolt 233 313 298 313 353

a Working temperature includes the temperature when the stack is at rest in the
non-operating case.
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trength design. For the studied stacks, it is found that the tight-
ning torque is located in the allowable area (see Fig. 10) and the
alculated safety factor for the bolt strength is 2.8 when the bolt
iameter is designed as 8 mm (M8).

. Design based on the stack performance

The optimal clamping load can be chosen in the area of the
llowable range after the strength-based design. It is an interest-
ng and important topic how to design the optimal clamping load
ia controlling the tightening torque for a special PEMFC stack.
trictly speaking, searching for the optimal clamping load is a

ulti-objective optimization problem, which is a difficult topic in

he computational mechanics since the clamping load dramatically
ffects the stack performance in a complex manner. One needs first
o accurately know the relations between the performance param-
ters and the clamping load. However, on the basis of the equivalent
r the cases given in Table 2.

stiffness model, we introduce here a method for obtaining the opti-
mal clamping load for a given PEMFC stack.

4.1. Variation in the interfacial resistance between the GDL and
BPP with tightening torque

The contact resistance of a pair of solid surfaces is governed
by the multiscale surface topography and the surface physical
properties. When two solid surfaces are in contact under a small
compression force, only the tips of the surface asperities come into
contact and thus the real contact area is very small [26]. In such
a case, the interfacial resistance is very high. The real contact area

increases with the compression pressure, while the Ohmic resis-
tance decreases. For the fuel cells, the clamping load should be large
enough to give an acceptably small overall Ohmic resistance.

Several experiment datasets for the interfacial contact resis-
tance of a single fuel cell and the total resistance including the
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ig. 10. The allowable range of the tightening torque applied to a single nut when
onsidering all five cases listed in Table 2. (Hatched areas are those for which a
ightening torque is not allowed.)

ulk resistance are available in the literature. Mishra et al. [27]
easured the total resistance and the interfacial contact resistance

etween different GDLs and graphite BPPs. They proposed a fractal
sperity-based model to predict the interfacial contact resistance
s a function of pressure, material properties and surface geom-
try. Wang et al. [28] reported the interfacial contact resistances
etween a Toray carbon paper (Electro-Chem Inc.) and four types
f stainless steel BPPs. Ihonen et al. [29] conducted in situ mea-
urements of the interfacial contact resistance as a function of
ime, clamping pressure, gas pressure and current density. From the
xperimental data given in the work by Mishra et al. [27], Zhou et
l. [1] established a mathematical model for the interfacial contact
esistivity between a GDL and BPP:

= B1

(
B2

PGDL

)B3
, (35)

here � is the interfacial contact resistivity, B1, B2 and B3 are coeffi-
ients determined by experiments, and PGDL is the contact pressure
t the GDL, which can be calculated using

GDL ≈ Finternal−stack − PgasAGDL

�Arib
. (36)

herefore, the interfacial contact resistivity can be determined by
ombining Eqs. (16), (35) and (36):

≈ B1

[
B2�Aribdeq(kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)

TCkinternal−stack − PgasAGDLdeq(kinternal−stack + kexternal−stack)

]B3

. (37)

.2. Variation in the GDL’s in-plane permeability with tightening
orque

Permeability is another important performance parameter of
he GDL that depends on the clamping load. In a PEMFC, liquid water
s produced during operation and exchanges at the interface of the
atalyst layer and microporous layer. During the water transporta-
ion, the capillary pressure gradient must overcome the negative

ressure gradient of the gas phase. Therefore, a low permeability

eads to a high gas pressure gradient and high liquid water satura-
ion, which in turn reduces the stack performance [30]. Chang et
l. [24] measured the effects of the clamping load on the perfor-
ance of the PEMFC and provided an empirical relation between
Fig. 11. Variation of the GDL interfacial resistivity and permeability with the tight-
ening torque. (Hatched areas are those for which a tightening torque is not allowed;
the design number of cells is 20.)

the in-plane permeability � and the clamping load:

� = �0 exp[−8.23 × 103PGDL], (38)

where �0 is the initial in-plane permeability. In the present paper,
Eqs. (16), (36) and (38) are combined to obtain the relation between
the GDL permeability and tightening torque:

� = �0 exp

{−8.23 × 103[TCkinternal−stack−PgasAGDLdeq(kinternal−stack+kexternal−stack)]
�Aribdeq(kinternal−stack+kexternal−stack)

}
.

(39)

Taking a stack consisting of 20 cells as an example, variations
in the GDL interfacial resistivity and permeability with the tight-
ening torque are shown in Fig. 11. It is shown that both of the
parameters decrease nonlinearly with an increasing clamping load.
However, they are contradictory factors influencing the stack per-
formance. Thus, the optimal tightening torque should be chosen
after balancing all possible effects. For the present design example,
as the interfacial resistivity changes only slightly within the allow-
able range of the tightening torque, the optimal tightening torque
can be determined mainly on the basis of GDL permeability; i.e.,
the tightening torque should be applied as close to the left side of
the allowable region as possible.

5. Discussions

5.1. Considering the equivalent stiffness of nuts

In general, the effects of nuts on the equivalent stiffness model
can be ignored for several reasons: (a) compared with the clamping
bolts, especially in a large PEMFC stack, deformations of the nuts
are rather limited, (b) unlike spring washers, the equivalent stiff-
ness of the nut is very low, and (c) the clamping force mainly acts
on the first few threads (close to the EP) [31]. However, when the
stiffness of the nut has to be considered, we can simply extend the
effective length of the clamping bolt by a suitable percentage of the
nut thickness.

5.2. How thermal stress affects the optimal clamping load

If all thermal effects are neglected, the design process is sim-
ple since no working condition has to be considered. However, the

thermal calculation cannot be skipped in the practical design owing
to its great effect on the design results. Fig. 12 compares the design
that considers the thermal effect and the design that does not.

It is found that the allowable range of the tightening torque
when considering thermal effects is much smaller than that when
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ig. 12. Comparison of the design results with and without consideration of thermal
ffects.

eglecting thermal effects. In other words, thermal loads (stresses)
re so large that they may damage the stack components if the
lamping load is not optimized by considering the thermal effect.

.3. The role of spring washer stiffness

Besides preventing the nuts from loosening, the spring washers
hereafter simply referred to as washers) have other useful func-
ions. One function is the adjustment of the thermal loads inside
he stacks through the design of a suitable equivalent stiffness for
he washer.

Taking the stack consisting of 20 cells in case 4 as an example, the
ffects of the equivalent stiffness of washers on the thermal loads
re shown in Fig. 13. The figure shows that the absolute values of
he thermal loads in both the internal- and external-stacks decrease
onlinearly with an increase in the equivalent stiffness of the spring
asher. If the stiffness of the washer is designed to be low enough

less than 2.5 × 108 N m−1), the effects of the thermal loads can be
ffectively reduced. However, if the stiffness exceeds 5 × 108 N m−1,

he washer has almost no effect on the thermal loads acting on the
olts, internal-stack and external-stack.

Although low stiffness of the washer is helpful in reducing the
hermal stress in the stack structure, an unreasonably low stiffness

ig. 13. Effects of the equivalent stiffness of the washer on the thermal loads (case
; the design number of cells is 20).
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of the washer may also cause the stiffness of the whole stack sys-
tem to decrease to an unacceptable level and thus may reduce the
vibration stability of the stack system. Therefore, similar to the case
for the design of the optimal tightening torque, the optimal equiv-
alent stiffness of the washers has to be determined by considering
all the practical requirements of the stack system.

6. Conclusions

In the present paper, a complete design example of a large
PEMFC stack was introduced to explain step by step how to design
the optimal tightening torque using the equivalent stiffness model
proposed by the present authors in our previous work [8]. The
design considers the stack structure strength, stack performance
and thermal effects. It was shown that the equivalent stiffness
of the internal-stack and that of the external-stack decrease with
an increasing number of cells in the stack in a nonlinear manner
and that thermal effects cannot be ignored in the structure design.
Moreover, how to obtain the optimal clamping load for a given
PEMFC stack was explained according to the contact resistance and
permeability of the GDL, and in a practical design, the optimal tight-
ening torque can be determined after balancing all possible effects.
Finally, the effects of the equivalent stiffness of the spring washer
on the structure stress in the stack were discussed. The basic design
method described in the present paper can be used for any PEM
stack design and may be helpful for other fuel cell stack designs.
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